Note: The following determination and finding should only be used for procurement using an Interagency Agreement (IA) or Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) under the Economy Act.

As required by the Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1535, the attached documentation includes facts that demonstrate that:

(1) amounts are available to meet the proposed cost;

(2) the order is in the best interest of the judiciary;

(3) the agency filling the order is able to provide, or get by contract, the ordered products and services; and

(4) the ordered products or services cannot be provided by contract as conveniently or cheaply by a commercial enterprise.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I hereby certify that the information provided in this Determination and Finding, including the attached supporting documentation, is accurate and complete.

Typed Name: ________________________________

Signature: __________________________________

Title: _______________________________________

Typed Name of Approving Official: ________________________________

Signature of Approving Official: ________________________________

Title of Approving Official: ________________________________

(Chief Judge or FPD, within their delegation authority (or PLO, if delegated), or at the AO the Procurement Executive)